Introduction
The application of methods of high-energy influence and their combining with the traditional technologies of thermal treatment of clay and plastic materials sets the aim of obtaining the assigned working properties and characteristics: the degree of resistance to wear and cracking, resistance to the influence of high temperatures, and the required mechanical and physical internal structure. Such materials find their use in machine building, microelectronics, biomechanics, power engineering, as well as in the aerospace and transport industry [1] [2] [3] . Heating in the microwave (MW) field is also referred to intensive heating technologies [4] . The application of microwave heating offers possibilities of developing fundamentally new technologies of creation of promising ceramic, compositional and semiconductor materials [5] . The efficiency of obtaining such materials depends on the special features of forming the temperature field in a body, and obtaining data about it requires reliable mathematical models. However, at present there is a problem, connected with the uncertainty of approaches to the simulation of high intensity processes, in the first place, as a result of the uncertainty of assumptions, made with the formulation of the differential equation of thermal conductivity. The concept of high intensity heating is used widely enough; in the course of construction of models, the equations of both hyperbolic and parabolic type are permissible, depending on the specific character of the heat propagation in certain material.
Thus, the relevance of the subject matter of the study is predetermined by the need of determining correct mathematical models of thermal conductivity for the conditions of high intensity heating of material. Analytical solutions give the opportunity to carry out computational experiments and, as a result, to obtain new knowledge about the influence of a wide spectrum of parameters of the process on the thermal state of the body.
Literature review and problem statement
The simulation of high intensity processes of heat propagation, in the course of which the disturbance of linear connection between the heat flux and the temperatures gradient is possible, presents special complexity [6] [7] [8] . Usually, while solving the problems of thermal conductivity, differential equation is usually used, in which a temporal and spatial change in temperature is described by the equation of parabolic form, however, with the description of high intensity processes, its application can lead to obtaining incorrect results. As was noted in [9] , a certain type of isothermal surface corresponds to a specific differential operator of thermal conductivity, among which the operator of the parabolic type is a special case. It is argued [9] that the attempt to obtain temperature fields from the parabolic operator through "imposing" different initial and boundary conditions led to the problem of paradoxes and incorrect problems.
The differential equation of thermal conductivity of parabolic type, connecting temporal and spatial change in temperature for the medium with variable physical characteristics and the internal heat sources on the assumption that the velocity of heat propagation is infinitely high, takes the following form:
In [10] , the hypothesis of finite velocities of heat and mass propagation was proposed. In the cases when a linear relationship between the heat flux and the temperatures gradient is disrupted, density of the heat flux is determined by the generalized Fourier 's Law (on assumption that thermo-physical characteristics do not depend on temperature and there are no internal heat sources):
where t r is the constant of time (relaxation time).
With an abrupt change of q, the reconstruction of the temperature field and the gradient of temperature occurs with the displacement in time (t r ). The velocity of heat propagation is determined by expression:
For example, for nitrogen t r =10 -9 s, w r =150 m/s; for aluminum t r =10 -11 s, w r =1500 m/s. The differential equation of thermal conductivity with regard to the relaxation processes was obtained using the equation of heat balance and generalized Fourier 's Law:
It is called the hyperbolic equation of thermal conductivity. The transfer to the hyperbolic operator removes some incorrect solutions of classical theory of thermal conductivity [11] .
At present, considerable attention is paid to the construction of mathematical models of thermal conductivity on the basis of hyperbolic equation. In [12] , the results of studying solutions to boundary-value transferring problems for hyperbolic equations were presented, in which the correctness of setting the task with HE boundary condition of I and III kinds was considered. In [13] , the accurate analytical solution of the hyperbolic equation of thermal conductivity for the infinite plate with the boundary conditions of the first order was obtained. It was shown that warming (cooling) of a body is determined by the motion of the front of shock thermal wave, at which the temperature jump occurs. In this case, two sub-areas are obtained: in one of them, temperature varies from the temperature on the wall to the temperature on the wave front, in the other one, the unperturbated, the temperature is equal to the initial temperature. In [14] , the wave heat transfer in the linear and nonlinear media on the basis of the law of thermal conductivity is explored, which considers not only the first and second derivatives of time of heat flux, but also derivatives of higher orders. This made it possible to pass over to the problem on the basis of parabolic equation with the argument delayed in time.
In [15] , the solution to the nonlinear equation of thermal conductivity, based on the relaxation model of the heat transfer for quasi-stationary heating regime was obtained, which made it possible to receive dependency for the maximum heating rate, above which it is necessary to consider that the velocity of heat propagation is finite:
where V r is the linear rate of the surface (isotherm) motion, a r is the diffusivity the, T w , T 0 are the temperatures of the surface (isotherm) and the environment, respectively. The thermal diffusivity may be determined from the ratio for the relaxation time, given in [16] :
where υ r is the speed of sound. For evaluating the boundary rate of heating the material on condition that 2 r w r V 0,1 a , τ ≤ ⋅ the following dependency was proposed [15] :
The relaxation time was evaluated by different authors for different types of materials, and it was established that its value lies within the limits from 10 -9 s for gases to 10 -14 s for metals. The heating rate above 100 K/s is referred to as high.
With the essential dependency of thermo-physical and electro-physical properties on temperature, the analytical methods of solving prove to be ineffective. In this case, the solutions are obtained with the help of numerical methods. The drawbacks of numerical methods are connected to the fact that, underlying them, there is an error, connected with the replacement of the initial equations with approximating equations, that is, an error of computational algorithm appears, furthermore, their use is labor-intensive [17] .
A separate problem of mathematical simulation of the processes of thermal conductivity is heating in the microwave field since here it is necessary to consider the conversion of electromagnetic energy to the internal energy in the volume of a body. At the same time, the technologies of obtaining materials, based on microwave heating, are becoming increasingly common [18] [19] [20] . Based on the application of theory of generalized functions through reducing the problem of thermal conductivity for a multilayer construction to the single-layer one with the variable (discontinued) physical properties of the medium in the closed form, the accurate analytical solution of the problem of non-stationary thermal conductivity with the internal heat sources varying in time, was obtained [21] . However, the proposed dependencies have their constraints and may be used exclusively for the multilayer constructions at the assigned values of internal heat sources.
As a result of analysis of literature data, it was revealed that there is no certainty in the selection of differential operator for the simulation of high intensity processes of heating bodies and there is no explicit model, which describes the non-stationary thermal conductivity of heating a semi-infinite array under the action of the microwave field.
The aim and the tasks of the study
The purpose of the work is to build up mathematical models of high intensity heating of dense bodies, the properties of which are similar to clay materials and plastics, used in the production of technical ceramics and different compositional articles.
To achieve the aim, the following range of problems was to be solved:
-to analyze existing solutions of hyperbolic equations of thermal conductivity and to estimate their applicability for calculating the high intensity processes of production, in particular ceramics;
-to estimate the contribution of relaxation phenomena to the processes, the intensity of which is limited by requirements for the production of ceramics;
-to obtain dependencies for calculating temperature during microwave heating of a semi-restricted array for the boundary conditions of the III kind;
-to conduct computational experiment regarding the obtained dependencies for the purpose of their verification. The study of the thermal state of a body was carried out with the use of the dependencies [13] . Fig. 1 The calculations were performed under the following conditions: Fo r =2,78×10 -11 , δ=0,06 m. At Fo of the order of 10 -3 -10 -4 , a substantial change in temperature at the border of a body is observed, then the temperature curve begins to smooth out: in these cases, the form of curves corresponds to the results, obtained by the known dependencies, based on the differential equation of thermal conductivity of parabolic type. The heat front at Fo=2,78×10 -4 is limited by dimensionless coordinate x=0,97, at Fo=2,78×10 -3 , the coordinate was displaced to the value x=0,92.
It appears that the application of the equation of thermal conductivity of hyperbolic type makes it possible to solve the problem of the Fourier small numbers. At the Fourier small numbers, warming (cooling) of a body is determined by motion of the front of the shock thermal wave, at which the temperature jump occurs. Analysis of the need to apply the hyperbolic equation of thermal conductivity was conducted based on the calculation data of temperature when assigning extremely high values of temperatures of the heating surface: from 3000 о С to 4000 о С (for example, during sintering of ceramics, the temperature does not exceed 1420 о С). It was found that the heating rate under these conditions is 2,6 K/s -3,8 K/s. At the same time, in accordance with dependency (7) for clay materials, the properties of which were determined according to [22] , the boundary heating rate was 13185 K/s (the melting point of kaolin (1800 о С) was accepted as T w , the starting temperature T 0 =20 о С). Thus, in the course of simulation of temperature field in the processes of ceramics sintering, there is a possibility in principle to apply the thermal conductivity equations of parabolic type.
2. Mathematical model of non-stationary thermal conductivity based on parabolic equation with internal heat sources
When formulating the model, the following conditions were accepted. The layer of material is considered as a semi-restricted array with the thermal insulation of lateral surface at the initial temperature t 0 . Inside the rod, there acts a positive heat source, caused by the action of the microwave field, specific power of which is q v , W/ m 3 . The heat exchange with the environment takes place according to the law of Newton-Richman (boundary condition of the third kind). It is necessary to find the distribution of temperature by the length of the array at an arbitrary moment of time. Mathematical record of this problem is represented as follows:
t( , ) 0, Here t is the temperature, x is the current coordinate, t is the time, a, λ, c, ρ are, respectively, the coefficients of temperature conductivity and thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity and density of layer of material; α is the heat emission coefficient, q v is the positive heat source.
It is accepted, that internal heat sources are the exponential function of the coordinate: q v =q v0• e -β•x . Here q v0 is the maximum specific power of the positive source, γ is the coefficient of attenuation of electromagnetic energy in the layer, m -1 . By using the Laplace transform, solution (8) was obtained with the conditions of unambiguity (9)- (11) 
The obtained dependency enables us to calculate the temperature of a semi-infinite array at different geometric and physical conditions, media and material.
Results of analytical study of the temperature field of a semi-restricted array and their discussion
The analytical study of the temperature field of a semi-restricted array was conducted with the variation in the following determining characteristics: the the heat transfer coefficient α, the coefficient of absorption of electromagnetic energy γ, the layer thickness x, initial temperature of material t 0 and the ambient temperature t а . Fig. 2 demonstrates the change in temperature by the depth of material. The data were obtained for the following conditions: α=20 W/(m 2 K), х=0,001 m, q v0 =3×10 5 W/m 3 , γ=35 m -1 , t 0 =20 о С, t а =20 о С. It is evident that at a certain distance from the surface, the intensity of increase in temperature is considerably lower than in the layers, close to the surface, which is connected to the attenuation of electromagnetic energy by depth.
Effect of the heat transfer coefficient on the distribution of temperatures in the material is demonstrated by Fig. 3 . It can be seen that the heat emission coefficient exerts a substantial influence on the layers, close to the surface. Low values of α lead to the fact that in the layers, close to the surface, in which the attenuation of electromagnetic energy is insignificant, the temperature grows substantially. Fig. 3 . Effect of the heat transfer coefficient α on the temperature of material t: t=100 s, 1 -x=0,01 m, 2 -x=0,021 m
The absorption coefficient γ produces considerable effect on the temperature of material and on the uniformity of its heating (Fig. 4) . The calculation shows that in immediate proximity from the surface at values γ≤50 m -1 , temperature of the material grows with an increase in γ, and in this case, this increase slows down. At γ>50 m -1 , a drop in temperature is observed. At a larger depth of the array, an increase in γ leads to the monotonous decrease in temperature. This can be explained by the fact that at the low values of γ, the influence of internal heat sources is more substantial than the heat emission from the surface. The effect of initial temperature of the material and temperature of air on the change in the temperature of array is shown in Fig. 5 . The nature of change in the body temperature correctly reflects the influence of the varied parameters.
Analysis of results of the calculations allows us to conclude that the obtained analytical dependency (12) may be recommended for calculating the temperature field of dielectric material, in particular, for the production of technical The calculation study of change in the temperature field in the material, the thermo-physical properties of which corresponded to clay, carried out on the dependencies, obtained on the basis of the hyperbolic equation of thermal conductivity, demonstrated influence of the Fourier numbers. It was revealed that at the values Fo, commensurate with the relaxation Fo r , two areas are formed, which correspond to a thermal layer and the layer, in which relaxation processes were not completed. It is evident from Fig. 1 that the closer the value Fo to Fo r , the more vividly these areas are expressed. At a considerable disagreement, the nature of change in the temperature curve becomes monotonous (Fig. 1, line 4) .
Thus, the solution of the hyperbolic equation of thermal conductivity, given in [13] , makes it possible to obtain data for the small Fourier numbers and to determine thickness of a thermal layer at different moments of time.
By the proposed dependencies [13] , obtained with with boundary conditions of the first kind, the rates of heating clay semi-array for different surface temperatures were calculated. The results show that the heating rates are considerably below the boundary rate, at which the influence of relaxation processes should be considered. Thus, when assigning the surface temperature t 0 =400 o C, the heating rate does not exceed 4 K/s while the boundary rate for the examined material is 13185 K/s. Therefore, all existing technological heating processes may be simulated on the basis of the thermal conductivity equations of parabolic type.
The microwave technologies of the production of technical ceramics and composite materials are of special interest.
Due to a specific character of heating in the microwave field, the possibility of obtaining materials with the improved operational and functional properties emerges. However, there are difficulties of obtaining analytical solutions of the equations of thermal conductivity due to the need for considering the internal heat sources and special features of conversion of electromagnetic energy to internal energy. Solutions [10] are limited by the condition, at which ambient temperature must be higher than the temperature of material, which is rarely possible at microwave heating. There is a solution for the unrestricted plate with boundary conditions of the third kind [18] , however, similar analytical dependencies were not obtained for the bodies of other form. This led to the need of obtaining analytical solution in the explicit form for a semi-restricted array with boundary conditions of the third kind. In the process of the model composition, we made assumptions that ambient temperature, thermo-physical and electro-physical properties (which are expressed in the value of the absorption coefficient γ) remained constant, and the initial temperature of array in all its points was identical. The solution, obtained with the aid of the operating method, demonstrates its workability when conducting computational experiment. This allowed us to recommend it for the calculation of temperature field of dielectric material when heating under conditions of action of microwave field.
To refine the calculation results, the dependency of the absorption coefficient on the temperature of material and its structural characteristics, changing in the process of heating, should be established. Furthermore, the data on the coefficients of absorption of electromagnetic energy are very limited, which does not allow making accurate calculations for a wide range of materials. Obtaining these data requires conducting separate experimental studies. Nevertheless, the main result of the performed work lies in the fact that we obtained the dependency, which makes it possible to receive information about the thermal state of a body at its heating in the microwave field and to define influence of the determining regime parameters on the heat exchange process.
Conclusions
1. The analytical study of change in the temperature field in material demonstrated that at values of the Fourier numbers, commensurate with the Fourier's relaxation numbers, two areas are formed, which correspond to a thermal layer and the layer, in which relaxation processes were not completed.
2. The contribution of relaxation phenomena to the processes, the intensity of which is limited by requirements for the production, for example, of ceramics, can be disregarded. It was shown that the possible heating rates based on the example of the production of technical ceramics are considerably lower than the boundary rates, above which it is not possible to accept the hypothesis about the infinite velocity of heat propagation. In the process of construction of mathematical models, it is expedient to take the equation of thermal conductivity of parabolic type as the basis.
3. Authors proposed a mathematical model of thermal conductivity of a semi-restricted array under the effect of internal heat sources for the boundary conditions of the III kind in the differential form. As the result of its solution, we obtained analytical dependencies for the calculation of temperature of the array at its heating under conditions of action of the internal heat sources, in particular, in the microwave field. 4. The proposed dependency for calculating the dimensionless excess temperature makes it possible to obtain information about a thermal state of a body at its heating in the microwave field and to determine influence of the determining characteristics -the heat emission coefficient, the coefficient of absorption of electromagnetic energy, thickness of the layer, initial temperature of material and ambient temperature -on the heat exchange process.
